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SPOILER ALERT: If you have not read up to CH226, everything that follows is a spoiler.

Will the author of Chihayafuru, Yuki Suetsugu, send her work off into Yuri? There is abundant 
evidence that she is hinting (baiting?) in this direction as of CH 226.

Both Chihaya and Shinobu are 18 year old High School Seniors, and neither of them have shown even 
the slightest bit of interest in boys. This is highly unusual and would lead one to think that they were 
both aromantics, but they do have emotional reactions to each other. So a Yuri ending cannot be ruled 
out. Ms Suetsugu has clearly laid out an ending which will involve the relationship between Chihaya 
and Shinobu. Will that ending be in the friendzone, or a Romance?

Let’s consider where we are:
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From the very beginning, the relationship between Chihaya and Shinobu, has been unusual. When 
Chihaya sees Shinobu for the first time, she has an immediate emotional reaction.
 
                    21.9                                        21.10                                             21.11              
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During their first Karuta match together, Shinobu suddenly notices that Chihaya is wearing a
Daddy Bear T-shirt, and stops the game. Chihaya also notices Shinobu’s Snow-maru. Both blush.

                                          25.20                                                        25.21
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Later after Chihaya loses to Shinobu, she goes to Shinobu, and tells her that her T-shirt is cute. Shinobu
blushes.

                                                              27.16
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When Sumire asks her, 

                                                         63.27

Chihaya talks about Shinobu!
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In 127.21 through 127.32, Shinobu during her Queen match, visits the shrine, and prays for her 
Grandmother. We then see a rare glimpse of how deep Shinobu’s emotions truly are. Chihaya follows 
her to the shrine, and prays with her, and when Shinobu leaves, Chihaya follows her, blushing. Shinobu
turns on the steps of the shrine, and gives Chihaya her Snow-maru scarf. Chihaya follows Shinobu back
to her dressing room (she is in the third of 3-game series, having lost game 2). Chihaya brings in Tasuki
which are fabric strands or cords, and she ties up Shinobu’s kimono sleeves, while Shinobu’s mother is 
incredulous that Shinobu would allow Chihaya to do as she pleases. 

                      127.30                                               127.31                                           127.32                     

 
   

In 127.32, Chihaya clearly states that she wants Shinobu’s  friendship.
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Shinobu wins the third game, and the match, retaining her title of Queen. During the TV interview,
she attributes her win to “...support of those by my side that helped me win.”

                                131.25
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We then see Shinobu unraveling the Tasuki which Chihaya had used, and she and we see that its 
Chihaya’s Daddy Bear, special signed fabric which she had cut up for the Tasuki. Shinobu then smiles 
one of the cutest smiles that we have ever seen on Shinobu’s face.

                                    131.26                                                              131.27

In 131.27, Chihaya realizes that Shinobu is talking about her and breaks into copious tears.

While Chihaya is clear about her intentions and feelings with regard to Shinobu, it is less clear how 
Shinobu feels about Chihaya. But a very clear signal was shown in the challenger competition for the 
right to challenge the Queen in the Title match. Chihaya won, and as she enters the waiting room, 
Shinobu sees her with the Karuta card deck which indicates that she won, and will now challenge 
Shinobu for the Queen title.

Chihaya falls asleep in Shinobu’s lap. Shinobu’s handler says she will clear up the situation, but 
curiously Shinobu is non-plussed, and she says, “No. It’s fine, I don’t really mind.” And so Shinobu lets
Chihaya sleep in her lap until Chihaya’s handlers arrive and collect her.
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                                    202.29                                                                  202.30
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Combine the above with these two papers already published

fpp048  Chihaya's Passion

This paper sees the story ending with Chihaya saving Shinobu from being alone, or perhaps even a 
courtship of Shinobu to bring her into a relationship. Shinobu appears to be Chihaya’s Passion.

So what is the nature of this Passion? If we look to the underlying poem, Chihayaburu   -  Poem 17, 
subtextual clues abound.  Chihayafuru is a very long story, now 12 years on, about a very small poem 
whose meaning is abstract. Some literary critics categorize Chihayaburu as a simple Autumn Poem but 
others see in it Romantic love based upon the dual reading of the last line. Ms. Suetsugu appears to 
adopt this dual reading of the last line and has Kanade speak as much for her.

fpp049 Chihaya Finds Her Passion - An analysis of the Chihayaburu poem 17 and its implications

Romantic love and pair bonding is what Chihayaburu – Poem 17 is all about if you accept the view that
the last line of the poem can be read in two canonical ways. The pair bonded imagery exists in physical 
form where the tie-dyed fabric resting quietly on the surface (kukuru) is being carried away by 
something hidden, underneath (kuguru).
This dual image then could very easily be that kukuru is Love which quietly rests on the suface being 
carried away by kuguru, the hidden force of Passion. And even a third way of seeing this image is that 
Love above and Passion below is an actual functional view of Human Romance.

Tatsuta River
kukuru      Love       The tie-dyed fabric on top               (Chihaya)     
kuguru      Passion   The current underneath as bottom   (Shinobu)

“Gently carrying us off to places yet unknown.”  -  Hokorobi

A further association could be made in that Chihaya becomes Love, and Shinobu Passion as the entry 
picture attempts to combine the two poetic images with the characters of Chihaya and Shinobu.
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Chihaya and Shinobu compare and contrast

In some ways both Chi-chan and Shinobu-chan are much alike. Both care almost nothing for 
appearance, status, or social advancement. Both are heavily dedicated to the world and game of Karuta.
They both can have a very bad case of bedhair, and while Chi-chan has a somewhat better fashion 
sense than Shinobu-chan, Chihaya spends very little time with fashion, and probably gets her info from 
her older sister who is a model.

While Chi-chan has a wilder and more emotional personality than does Shinobu-chan, Shinobu still 
does have very strong feelings. Shinobu tends to have a more rational mindset, and calculates ahead, 
while Chihaya more often than not flies off suddenly in some wild fit of emotion. Chihaya is more 
aggressive and outgoing with others, while Shinobu is much more of a loner, and that is why Chihaya 
says that she is going to save Shinobu.

Both like cute things, especially plushies, and neither of them have shown any interest in boys or 
romance with Chihaya much more tomboyish than Shinobu.

Each calls the other by her first name which in Japanese culture indicates an emotional closeness and 
this was begun by Shinobu.

So does this mean, Chihayafuru will end as a Yuri work?

Chihayafuru is published in Be Love, a very popular Romance magazine.

Wikipedia says
“The manga has won the Manga Taishō and the Kodansha Manga Award. Since its fourth volume was 
released in March 2009, it has regularly appeared on the Japanese Comic Ranking chart, and in 2016 
was estimated to have over 16 million copies in print. Its popularity has boosted the profile of 
competitive karuta in Japan.”

And the fanbase is enormous, with articles, reviews, and blogs everywhere and to which the fan base is 
some of the most fanatic, I have ever seen. The usual confrontation is the shipping wars between the 
(Arata X Chihaya)     and   the (Taichi X Chihaya) factions, and some of the discussions can be down 
right nasty and mean. It often seems that everyone asks the same question, “Who does Chihaya end up 
with?” And what would happen if the story ended with (Chihaya X Shinobu)? Whole cities might be 
burnt to the ground in the riots that followed. Of course, I am being facetious here (do I really have to 
say that?), but the devotion of the fan base is very real and there is very little sympathy for Shinobu.

Yet if you look at the story so far up to CH 226, is seems almost certain that at a minimum, Chihaya 
will court Shinobu into her friendzone. It does not seem likely that Ms. Suetsugu would take that 
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relationship and go full Monty on it, making it explicitly Yuri, although she might max out the subtext! 
And if you apply the Poem Chihayaburu, Yuri is almost an inevitable conclusion  although deeply 
buried in symbolisms, analogies, and poetical allusions.   

Friendzone relationships can be very intense emotionally, and we usually call  these same-sex BFF 
friendships either Bromances or Sormances. They look very much like Romance which leads to the 
play upon the word, but they are not Romances.

Given all the factors involved, it might appear that Chihayafuru ends with all its main characters pair 
bonded such as

(Chihaya X Shinobu)     A Sormance
(Arata X Yuu)                A Romance
(Taichi X Sumire)          A Romance

and of course, no fan would be happy with this ending. But Ms. Suetsugu has set her story up with so 
much expectation for a Chihaya Romance that no matter how it might end, some group will be unhappy
and disappointed.

About the most neutral thing that she could do, would be for everyone to end up in the friendzone 
together and no pair bonds are formed. And that would mean that Chihayafuru will not end as a Yuri 
work. This seems the most likely outcome.
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TWO VIEWS OF THE TATSUTA RIVER IN AUTUMN
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